This article considers the phenomenon of the TV detective tour, guided tours of the 
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The media pilgrimage
The TV detective tour is a fascinating subject for study, fitting into a new and growing, 'outside' the media. According to Couldry, the media pilgrimage represents a temporary transgression of this boundary, but also thereby an implicit confirmation of this symbolic boundary. 6 As we shall see, boundaries also play a central role in the TV detective tour.
One disadvantage of existing studies of the media pilgrimage is that they frequently emphasize the motivation and actions of the fan as tourist. What these actions may subsequently entail for the settings in question is largely left unaddressed, as is the question what role the settings play in the 'ritual practice' of the media pilgrimage. 7 This is remarkable, since space and place play such an important role in the classic, anthropological study of religious pilgrimages. 8 Pilgrimages do not just happen everywhere and anywhere; instead they acknowledge the value and authenticity of specific locations. During religious pilgrimages, specific objects from the local environment are also employed. In other words: Rituals require a concrete Umfeld where 5 they can be practiced and in which they gain significance. 9 This spatial dimension of the media pilgrimage has hitherto largely remained outside the picture.
This article investigates the spatial dimension of the media pilgrimage in greater detail, on the basis of an analysis of the TV detective tour. This provides a double contribution to the existing research area. In the first place, it introduces a new concept:
lieux d'imagination (places of imagination), building on the concept lieux de mémoire (places of memory) in historic research. The concept lieux d'imagination makes it possible to better include the role of locations and settings into the analysis of media pilgrimages, along two lines of inquiry: first, the 'active' role of locations and local objects in the experience of media pilgrimages; second, the effects of media pilgrimages on the material organization of these locations. In the second place, this article offers an empirical contribution. The theoretical exposition of lieux d'imagination will be illustrated using an actual, concrete example which has not previously been investigated.
For this purpose, an ethnographic field study was performed in the fall of 2007.
Three popular TV detective tours from different European cities were analyzed in turn:
the Inspector Morse Tour in Oxford, the Baantjer Tour in Amsterdam, and the Wallander Tour in Ystad, Sweden. In each city, I attempted to determine how these tours came into being, which local parties were involved, what adjustments had been made to the local environment, how the local environment had been used to construct the tours, and how the tours had been appropriated -ascribed meaning -by the different parties and tourists involved.
In total, 31 semi-structured in-depth interviews were conducted. 10 First, I
interviewed seven guides, tourist office employees, and employees of the relevant 6 municipal departments, all of whom had direct experience with the development and organization of the tours being investigated. These interviews focused on three main topics: design of the tour; profile of and interaction with the tourists; collaborations and conflicts with other people or organizations involved. Second, to investigate the appropriation of these tours by the tourist, I interviewed 21 tourists, selected at random during the tours; as often as possible, the interviews took place on location, immediately after the end of the tour. In the cases where this was not possible, telephone interviews were conducted later. Topics for discussion were, amongst others: motivation to participate; preparation; experience of the tour; evaluation; signifying processes. As a result of issues which appeared during these interviews, I subsequently decided to interview two local inhabitants and a local businessperson.
The interviews were supplemented with participatory observation during the tours, paying special attention to the structure of the tour and the behavior of the tourists during the tour. 11 The transcripts that resulted from these interviews were extensively compared with the observation records. During this analysis, particular attention was paid to similarities between the three tours, in order to develop a more general interpretation.
However, before the results can be discussed, the theoretical framework needs to be outlined. Point of departure for constructing this framework is the work of the French historian Pierre Nora. institutions both consciously and subconsciously influence the way a society recollects its past and gives form to it, Nora broke with the neo-Durkheiman tradition, which interprets collective memory as an organic system. 15 He thus joined a new movement in the field of historic sciences, which among other things found expression in the study of 'invented traditions'. 16 Secondly, Nora had a sharp eye for humankind's 'topophilic' nature. He pointed out the general need to identify certain places as holy, and to use these places as physical points of reference for a phenomenon whose essence is non-physical.
Places of the imagination
Apparently people need physical objects and places to give form to their memory, Nora proposed, as a way of 'congealing' time.
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Nora is usually considered a deconstructivist, since he did not investigate the historical event an sich, but the way in which the memory of this historical event takes shape later. Though he did also consider non-physical locations, the emphasis for him lay in concrete, determinable places, where certain historical events had taken place in the past. In this sense, Nora did not take deconstructionism to its logical extreme; the historical authenticity of an actual location remained the point of departure.
The question remains whether the historical authenticity of a certain location is a necessary ingredient for the processes that Nora was investigating. Locations can serve equally well as the setting for a memorialization of something that never took place. This is certainly the case, for example, with the TV detective tours, which are mainly based on memorializing and reliving a fictional event. 18 As a result it would appear justified, in cases such as these, to take the process of memorializing itself, and the resultant need for locations, as our starting point, rather than the actual historical location. Using this inverted logic, every possible location could, in principle, be suitable to memorialize and commodify an event, whether actual or fictional. Of course, in practice certain locations will definitely be more 'authentic' than others, though in this sense of the word, authenticity is something subjectively assigned to the place by individuals or groups, among them for example historians. The historical record definitely no longer has the monopoly on place; geographical realism in fiction can also grant authenticity to a certain location.
In order to make this alternative approach more concrete, this article proposes a new concept. Lieux d'imagination are physical points of reference, such as objects or places, which, for specific groups in the society, provide the opportunity to construct and 9 subsequently cross the symbolic boundary between an 'imagined' and a 'real' world. One of the problems with Caughey's theory, though, is that it's based on a binary opposition between an 'imagined' and a 'real' world. This imagination/reality dichotomy has been problematized in recent film theory. 22 As Aitken and Dixon state, 'we can no longer talk of film representing, or mimicking, reality, because we can no longer assume that there is a single, coherent reality waiting out there to be filmed'. 23 In addition, media scholars have shown how different TV and film genres create their own 'reality-effect'. 24 In other words, it seems more justified to talk about a complex of multiple imaginations and realities, than about two separate worlds. and 'reality', but as locations where the symbolic difference between these two concepts is being (re-)constructed by those involved. 25 This implies a cultural process of appropriation: a practice whereby different social actors ascribe -shared or contestedmeanings to specific places. already buy Shakespeare souvenirs in the 1760s. 27 In the oral folk tradition, there is an even longer tradition of 'legend trips,' where people traveled to locations-castles, bridges or cemeteries-associated with popular ghost stories. 28 Despite this, there would seem to be an increase in scale and a popularization of such trips in the current age. Visiting 'fictional' locations from 'low culture' has grown into an important economic activity, with far-reaching consequences for the communities involved, the local inhabitants, and the tourists themselves. 29 The concept lieux d'imagination is thus not new, but it has a new face today, being inextricably associated with the current media culture. We live in an age where the world of the imagination is primarily a media world, where television and the cinema have developed into the main storytellers of the age. If one looks for the material signs of this world of imagination, one quickly arrives at the film sets and locations used in the production of popular films and TV series.
How these filmed locations subsequently develop into popular lieux d'imagination, becoming the focus of countless media pilgrimages, will be the subject of the following sections. By looking at and describing the concrete, local development, design and appropriation of the TV detective tours in Amsterdam, Oxford and Ystad, I
will attempt to flesh out the preceding theoretical statements.
Development
It is difficult to put a date on the development of a lieu d'imagination. A TV series like
Baantjer is already packed with recognizable pictures of the old center of Amsterdam.
We can see similar images in Inspector Morse and Wallander. Each of the TV series in question builds on an existing 'tourist gaze': a cultivated way of looking at the cities Amsterdam, Oxford and Ystad, respectively. 30 More in general, these TV series follow the generic convention of representing the city as a place of ambivalence and danger. 31 By placing the story in a perspective that is recognisable to most spectators, the credibility of the series is raised across the board. The plots may be fictional, but the events could also actually have occurred-they could literally have taken place. 32 However, each of the three associated tours does have a clear starting point at which an initiative was developed for a guided tour of the film locations of the specific TV series. Though the exact dates differ, each of these tours only came into being several years after the first season of the specific series, but generally before the end of the last The Baantjer Tour is difficult to reconcile with the municipal strategy of place branding.
It reinforces an existing image which the municipality would like to get rid of, and it attracts the wrong kind of tourists-'people from the province'-instead of more sophisticated 'fashion lovers.' But in view of the fact that the Baantjer Tour is a commercial initiative, with no special requests for streets to be closed off or stages to be built, for example, there is little the municipality can do but accept the tour.
It is also possible to imagine cases where the development of a lieu d'imagination does not proceed smoothly, actually leading to a legal conflict. This was the case in Ystad, when the local konditori decided to market a special 'Wallander cake.' It was an obvious initiative: the konditori has an important role in the Wallander stories. The café served as a place of rest, where the inspector tried to put his thoughts in order while having a cup of coffee and a cake. Not surprisingly, the konditori is a regular stop on the Wallander Tour.
Entirely in keeping with the theme of the series, the Wallander cake was drenched in alcohol and covered with thick, police-blue icing. In this way, tourists were invited to consume their own imagination. The author Mankell, though, had little appreciation for this commercial appropriation of his character and threatened to go to court if the Wallander cake was not withdrawn. The response of the managers of the konditori had a marvelous simplicity. If the references to Wallander needed to be removed from the konditori, then the references to the konditori also needed to be removed from Wallander. 
Marking the lieu d'imagination
In terms of their structure, the three tours that were examined show strong similarities. In The Wallander Tour is primarily popular among Germans, Swedes, Britons, and Dutch.
All three tours primarily attract white adults between 30 and 60 years old-an age group that corresponds to the traditional audience of the TV detective programs.
Around twenty sites are visited during the tours, including cafés and pubs the detectives frequented, the police station, the detective's home, and a number of crime scenes. This process of visiting numerous sites is strikingly analogous to the character of the series themselves. In Morse, Baantjer and Wallander, the detectives are also constantly on the go, moving from police station to pub to the next suspect. 37 We could speak of a parallel 'montage' of the TV detective tour: similar locations and subsequent storylines are linked together, interrupted by short walks, thereby stimulating the imagination and creating its own notion of 'reality'. 38 In each of the locations, the same scene is played out: the guide gestures to the tourists to stop and goes to stand with his back to the location in question. When the group has collected in front, the guide spends a couple of minutes explaining why this spot is important in the plot of the TV detective program. The location is directly linked to a specific scene from the series. While the guide is talking, the tourists listen carefully, whispering to each other, and taking photographs of the chosen object.
What kind of process is taking place here? By identifying the location as a special place-'this is the place where…'-the location is highlighted and given a special, and what is 'outside' the media. 41 On the other hand, the tourists are offered the 19 possibility of transcending this boundary between the two worlds. The concrete location where this is taking place plays a central part in both of these processes. 42 Marking this symbolic boundary is achieved by emphasizing the differences between the two worlds. The guides are happy to point out the practical impossibility of certain scenes. 'How is it possible,' the guide of the Inspector Morse Tour asks out loud, 'that Morse always found a parking space, right in front of this pub, on Oxford's busiest street?' Other popular 'bloopers' that the guides point out are impossibly short travel times or impossible routes, as well as incorrectly counted stair steps. 43 Rather than diminishing the locations, these 'bloopers' actually emphasize the authenticity of the location compared to the authenticity of the imagination. These small differences actually serve to strengthen the reciprocity between these two worlds.
Another technique for marking this boundary is by providing details of the TV production process. For example, the guides point out camera techniques which make buildings appear larger or smaller, or locations which were rebuilt at the studio for ease of filming; they also mention the moodiness of the actors while on the set, or roads which had to be closed off for shooting. This gives the tourists a 'glimpse behind the scenes,'
and suggests media savvy: providing insight into the constructed nature of the media world.
Such media savvy is not just a useful, in fact necessary, tool in the current media culture, but it is a source of pleasure for many people. Tourists clearly enjoy the distinction which is made between the TV detective programs and 'the real world'. 44 By comparing the television pictures with the actual locations in Oxford, Lynda attempts to draw a more general conclusion about the media: things on television seem to appear larger than in 'reality'.
Crossing the line
Once a distinction has been made between the two worlds, this line is consciously 
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The feeling of becoming part of the story reoccurs in other interviews, such as that of which they are confronted in their line of work touch them personally, making them question the state of the country in which they were raised. To quench the melancholy and loneliness which result from these doubts, they both resort to drinking excessively.
As one of the respondents mentioned: In the tourists' experience, the characters, plots and landscapes are inextricably connected to one another. By being personally present at the place where this all occurred, and by re-enacting parts of the story, the accompanying characters are called up pars pro toto.
This would appear to be a process of reminiscence: recognizing details from the imagination brings forth 'new' memories. There is a clear link here to the work of Nora, in which recollection plays an important role, though the recollections of these tourists is of a much more personal, intersubjective character. To what extent this specific case is an instance of ostension, in the formal sense of the word, depends in fact on the motivations of the pyromaniac. But in any case, the fact that his or her actions were described as such by the police shows a type of 'quasi ostension'. 57 The diegetic world of Wallander, Inspector Morse and Baantjer is not only important for tourists, but also represents an important, shared frame of reference for those who live and work among these lieux d'imagination.
Everyday ostension
Conclusion
The media narratives of Wallander, Morse and Baantjer are a form of popular art, which create a diegetic world. Many viewers not only want to learn about this 'other' world, but also enter this world themselves. To achieve this, they travel to Ystad, Oxford or Amsterdam, looking for physical traces of their beloved detective. They look for points of recognition amidst the everyday street life, which might serve as an entryway to another, imagined world.
In order to interpret this phenomenon, this article introduced a new concept: lieux d'imagination. These are defined as places of the imagination which, for certain groups in society, serve as physical points of reference to an imagined world. By visiting these locations and focusing on them, tourists are able to construct and subsequently cross a symbolic boundary between an 'imagined' and a 'real' world. It has been argued that there is a long tradition of lieux d'imagination, going back to before the age of mass media, but that they currently represent an intrinsic element of our media culture. experience. The TV detective tours are developed around points of recognition from the detective stories, such as pubs, police stations and scenes of the crime (often alleyways and bridges). These locations were symbolically marked by the guides; the guide explained the settings and linked them to specific scenes from the detective programs.
This symbolic marking was accompanied by a literal marked. Physical adjustments to streets or pub interiors served as material evidence for an imagined world. In this way, the everyday street life was subjected to a process of museumization, following the example of a popular media product.
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The development of these lieux d'imagination was no foregone conclusion, but a process of negotiation and appropriation between various involved parties, a process which often led to discussions of authenticity. In some cases the process had a positive image effect, as in the case of the police stations of Ystad, Oxford and Amsterdam, whereas in others the process led to actual conflict, as in the row about the Wallander cake, in which the original author and a local business came into direct conflict.
The example of the Wallander cake also demonstrates the distinctively 'material' character of the tourists' performances on the locations that were studied. Tourists attempt to call up their world of imagination, by eating certain cakes at the location, by sitting on certain chairs, or by drinking certain drinks: coffee for Wallander, beer for
Inspector Morse, and cognac for Baantjer. In fact, in Ystad special Wallander coffee cups are available, so that the experience can be repeated at home. The guides also encourage and contribute to these consumptive forms of ostension on the part of the tourists, reenacting certain scenes from the TV series on location.
For most tourists, these activities are aimed at increasing their personal media savvy. This is achieved, for example, by considering details of the production process, which activate a process of reminiscence, or by paying attention to the various distinctions between the physical surroundings and their representation on television, such as the actual number of steps or actual travel times. But for some tourists the visit is a more intuitive experience: a temporary surrender to the imagination. By temporarily suspending their reason and giving fantasy free rein, these tourists are, briefly, on holiday in their own story.
Thanks also to the many respondents for participating in this research project, and for sharing their ideas and experiences. 
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